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In the late 1980s, a female baby elephant was born on the plains of Southern Africa. In a "cull," her

family was slaughtered. Only the newborn female's life was spared. Terrified and bewildered the

young elephant was transported to America to be sold. Bob Norris is a cowboy with an enormous

empathy for animals. Handsome as a movie star, he was the Marlboro Man, with his face appearing

on billboards around the world. But something was missing. When the hurt, vulnerable little

elephant, Amy, came into his life, an incredible bond between the most unlikely of friends was

forged.Bob adopted Amy and through close observation, gentle training, humor, and endless

perseverance, this accomplished horseman gradually coaxed Amy into overcoming her mistrust of

humans, and her fear of the world. Amy became a beloved member of the Norris family, and partner

to the ranch hands, but Bob knew from the start that the ultimate goal was for Amy to regain her

confidence and her independence - even, if it were possible, to go back to the savannahs of

Africa.Amy may have left the cowboy's life, but she never left his heart. The Cowboy and His

Elephant is a story of mutual friendship, of genuine love and compassion, and foremost, this is an

American story with roots that run deep in the values and traditions of the American West.
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Once you start reading the story of baby elephant Amy and the bond all female elephants have with

each other, and her subsequent separation from the herd due to merciless "culling" of the adults,

your heart will break with the fate of the poor orphaned calf.Only through the warm heart of the

"Marlboro Man" cowboy does Amy become adopted and brought onto his Colorado ranch to grow



up and learn how to be an elephant. Cowboy Bob gives her a little goat as her playmate, and little

by little draws her out of her fear of everything and turns her into a mischievous, intelligent and

loving creature.Of course, nature takes its predestined course and Amy grows to quite a bit of

tonnage and can't remain the cowboy's pet forever. The cowboy's decision to part with his "large

love" is heart-wrenching on himself, the elephant, and the reader.The book is written in a flowing

style rich with elephant facts and wild west allusions to fence mending and cattle driving. There's not

a reader alive who wouldn't succumb to this touching story.Highly recommended....buy it, read it,

and pass it around.

The true story of Bob and his good natured Amy. It is a wonderful read for anyone who loves

animals but Amy's story did not really end the way the book implies. Instead, Amy resides at

Riddle's Elephant & Wildlife Sanctuary in Arkansas. I don't believe the author intentionally misleads

the reader but I think the plans just fell through in the end and everyone decided it was best. I saw

first-hand the excellent care and freedom she is given at Riddle's and approve whole-heartedly of

the true ending.

This is a wonderful story of the connection between a man and his pet, this pet just happens to be

an elephant. You will find out that the Marboro Man was not just a good-looking cowboy, but a man

of exceptional depth and compassion. This is not great literature, but it is a great story and well told.

The emotional lives of this unlikely pair will inspire a closer connection between man and beast.

This is one of the sweetest and saddest animal stories I've ever read. I reviewed it when it first came

out and found it fantastic. The only thing the paperback edition lacks is an update on what has

happened to Amy. Norris was one of the Marlboro cowboy models, a true working cowboy, and he

has a Colorado ranch. One day a fellow came along who wanted to board a few elephants. Norris

didn't run a boarding stable and told the man so, but was persuaded to provide a place for a small

group of baby elephants, freshly wrenched from their African herds. All sold to various places except

the youngest and saddest, Amy, whose name was written on her crate. Norris couldn't see her

leave the property after putting in a lot of time to keep her alive, so he bought her. Amy had the run

of the property because she could open her stall door at will. She learned to help train cutting

horses, although she scared the dickens out of the colts at first. She could lead a colt by the lead

rope or reins.One day a colt that was checked up in bridle reins, learning to accept the bit, entered

Amy's paddock through the open gate. Amy didn't like seeing him in there trying to eat her hay,



although he couldn't reach it due to the reins holding him back. She came after him, firmly led him

back into the arena and closed the gate to keep him out of her pen. THEN she took a trunkful of hay

and fed him "by hand" so that he could eat.Little elephants become big elephants, and eventually

the idyllic ranch life of being a monstrous pet nuisance had to end. Amy did learn discipline and an

array of tricks including playing a toy piano in the horse trailer as he hauled her between their

Colorado and Arizona properties. Ultimately Amy outgrew her life on the ranch and went to the Big

Apple Circus. Of course elephants never forget, and when Norris and his wife went to watch Amy

perform, she stampeded out of the ring...and knelt as close to him as she could get, sobbing in

elephant. The crowd started to panic, then realized they were watching a reunion and not a killer on

the loose.You'll love Amy and Mr. Norris. Have your kleenex handy.

Only rarely does a story like this come along, staying with you long after you read the final page.

The love that develops between rancher Bob Norris and Amy, the orphaned elephant, is both

haunting and beautiful. Even the most cynical will find their jaws dropping at the emotional bond

between an animal-loving cowboy and a wild animal.When Bob adopts Amy, who has been yanked

from her African home at a pitifully young age, neither can imagine the closeness they will soon feel

toward one another; Amy becomes a member of the family, plain and simple, bringing a joy to Bob's

life that is overwhelming. But the most compelling aspect, perhaps, of this book is its honesty: life

with Amy is joyous but not always easy. She is, after all, essentially a wild animal, even if she does

ride the range with Bob and adopt other farm animals as her own. Bob comes to realize that Amy

has needs even his great love cannot provide for her. Bob finds the courage, and loves Amy

enough, to give her the life she needs, the life she deserves. But it is not the end of their story, and it

is only the beginning of Amy's incredible journey.Bob Norris and his family were given a rare chance

to experience something most people will never have: a true melding of man and nature. Their story

is a great gift, one that readers will keep always in their heart.

I wondered if you knew what happened to Amy yet? She lives in Arkansas at an elephant

sactuary![...]You can read her biography here. Also, this place, Riddle's Elephant and Wildlife

Santuary, was featured on Animal Plant's Growing Up Elephant!Just in case you didn't know, I

thought you might enjoy seeing that Amy is happy!
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